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-This interview traces the experiences , attitudes and reminiscences of Mr.
Vernon J~hnson, Al~xandria bu.sinessman who played a major r ole in the establishment
of the Coca-Cola bottling company in Alexandria back in 1.9.36 . Mr. Johnson talks
about the early days of processing and distributing soda beverages in the West
Central Minnesota region . Of particular interest is Mr . Johnson 1·s account of the
difficulti? s that the bottling company experienced as a result of the sugar rationing
that took place during the war.
Also_ included in the interview are stories about hunting .during the game
abundant war years, Mr. Johnson's role as a war bond salesman , and his insfghts
into the development of the beverage industry (locally and globally) in the greatly
expanded economic and business conditions -since the war. ·
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